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The influence of a vertical magnetic field and of surface tension on the stability of
thermogravitational convection in an infinite layer subject to a horizontal temperature gradient is
investigated through a linear stability analysis. Magnetic field is found to strongly stabilize the flow,
as well as surface tension if thermocapillary effects contribute to increase the velocity at the upper
surface of the layer. This strong stabilization is mainly connected to the modifications of the basic
flow profile. A simple model based on the existence of an inflexion point in the velocity profile is
proposed which qualitatively depicts these results. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1901724g

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural convection of metallic liquids subject to a hori-
zontal temperature gradient is often involved in various en-
gineering applications such as material processing technolo-
gies and also in the geophysical domain. The stability of
these fluid motions, commonly called the Hadley circulation,
is a crucial problem since the transitions are responsible of
great changes in the flow characteristics.1 If we consider the
particular case of crystal growth applications, it is well
known that the melt flow can significantly affect the homo-
geneity of the grown crystal by inducing undesirable stria-
tions due to the transition from laminar to time dependent
convection.2,3 The possibility to delay such a transition and
to have a certain control on the flow seems to be a promising
opportunity to achieve a significant progress, especially in
material processing technologies.

It is now well known that the use of a magnetic field
generally allows both the braking of the flow and the damp-
ing of the instabilities when the fluid involved is electrically
conducting as in the case of the liquid metals used for crystal
growth applications. The action of a magnetic field on such
convective flows has been the subject of many studies. Ex-
perimental investigations have been performed by Hurleet
al.,4 Juel et al.,5 Davoustet al.,6 and Tagawa and Ozoe.7

They concern gallium or mercury heated flows in completely
confined parallelepipedic or cylindrical cavities, except in
the case of Hurleet al.4 where the upper surface of the fluid
is only partially covered. A more recent work by Hofet al.8

concerns the action of the magnetic field on the oscillatory
instabilities appearing in such confined parallelepipedic cavi-
ties. A strong damping effect is observed corresponding to
exponential variations of the thresholds with the increase of
the magnetic field intensity. Among the numerical studies,
we can cite the works of BenHadidet al.9,10 who have inves-
tigated the effect of a vertical magnetic field on the laminar
convection occurring in parallelepipedic cavities subject to a
horizontal temperature gradient by considering one-, two-,
and three-dimensional models. In the case of horizontally
extended cavities, BenHadidet al.9 as well as Kaddecheet
al.11 have established characteristic laws for the critical
threshold parameters as a function of the magnetic field
strength, respectively, for open cavities without surface ten-
sion and for confined cavities. Priede and Gerbeth12,13 have
achieved a similar work but in the case of a pure thermocap-
illary convection.

To our knowledge, the effect of a magnetic field on the
stability of Hadley natural convection due to the combined
action of buoyancy and capillary forces has never been
treated. The only investigations in this field consider the
laminar damping of this type of flow by a vertical magnetic
field.9,10 Nevertheless, when no magnetic field is applied, the
thermocapillary-buoyancy convection was analyzed numeri-
cally by Mundrane and Zebib14,15 and experimentally by
Gillon and Homsy.16 Mundrane and Zebib14 have proved that
varying the thermocapillary effect leads under certain condi-
tions to a transition from two-dimensional to three-
dimensional flows. This important result was confirmed by
the experimental study of Gillon and Homsy.16 By means of
a two-dimensional model, Mundrane and Zebib15 have then
pointed out a stabilization of the flow when thermocapillarity
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acts in conjunction with buoyancy, a destabilizing effect
when thermocapillarity is slightly opposite to buoyancy and
again a stabilization when this opposite effect is stronger. At
last we can mention the detailed experimental work recently
performed by Camelet al.17 on Marangoni flows in molten
and solidifying Sn and Sn–Bi layers heated from the side. In
their situation, the buoyancy convection remains negligible
compared to the thermocapillary convection because of the
small thickness of the layer. When directional solidification
of alloys is performed, important modifications of the flow
sas flow reversald are observed due to concentration effects
generated by the solute rejected ahead of the growth front.

In this paper, we will consider the combined thermo-
gravitational and thermocapillary convection under magnetic
field. More precisely, we want to investigate the double ef-
fect of a vertical magnetic field and of surface tension on the
stability of thermogravitational convection in an infinite
layer subject to a horizontal temperature gradient. The objec-
tive is to see how controlled modifications of the velocity
profiles sinduced either by magnetic field or by surface ten-
siond can strongly change the stability of the flow. The paper
is organized as follows. The formulation of the problem will
be presented in Sec. II, followed by the numerical approach
for linear stability analysis in Sec. III. The linear stability
results are then detailed in Sec. IV. Section V is then devoted
to an energy analysis of the perturbations at their critical
thresholds, allowing to get a deeper physical understanding
of the instability mechanisms. At last, a discussion of the
results in connection with a simple approach based on the
inviscid theory is proposed in Sec. VI.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BASIC FLOW

We consider a viscous electrically conducting fluid with
a constant electric conductivityse contained in a shallow
cavity sFig. 1d subject to a horizontal temperature gradient

=T̃ alongx and an external vertical constant magnetic field
B0. The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian with constant ki-
nematic viscosityn and thermal diffusivityk. According to
Boussinesq approximation, the fluid density is considered as
constant except in the buoyancy term where it is taken as

temperature dependent according to the lawr=r0f1−bsT̃
−T̃0dg whereb is the thermal expansion coefficient andT̃0 a
reference temperature. The fluid layer of heightH is bounded
at the bottom by a rigid surface while the top surface, open to
ambient air, is subject to thermocapillary effect. The surface
tensions at this liquid-air interface considered as a plane,
nondeformable boundary is assumed to be a linear function

of the temperature,s=s0f1−gsT̃−T̃0dg, where g=−s1/s0d
3s]s /]T̃d is generally a positive constant. The assumption
of flat top surface for liquid metal flows has been discussed
by BenHadid and Roux.18 They indicate that the free-surface
deformation is generally very small due to a high surface
tension coefficient.

In what follows, Gr is the Grashof numbersGr

=gb= T̃H4/n2d, Re is the Reynolds–Marangoni number

fRe=s−]s /]T̃d= T̃H2/r0n2g, Pr is the Prandtl numbersPr
=n /kd, and Ha is the Hartmann numbersHa
= uB0uHÎse/r0nd.

Since in most laboratory experiments the magnetic Rey-

nolds numbersRem=mseṼ0H wherem is the magnetic per-

meability andṼ0 a characteristic velocityd is very small, the
induced magnetic fieldb is negligible, and the magnetic field
B can then be taken as constant and equal to the applied
magnetic fieldB0.

11

We consider H ,H2/n ,n /H ,r0n2/H2, = T̃H ,nuB0u and
senuB0u /H, as scales for length, time, velocity, pressure, tem-
perature, induced electric potential, and induced current, re-
spectively. The dimensionless equations are then

= ·V = 0, s1d

]V

]t
+ sV · = dV = − = P + =2V + GrTez + Ha2J 3 ez,

s2d

]T

]t
+ sV · = Td =

1

Pr
=2T, s3d

where the dimensionless variables are the velocity vector
fV=sU ,V,Wdg, the pressureP, and the temperatureT, andez

is the unit vector in thez vertical direction. In the equation of
motion s2d, the body force Ha2J3ez is the Lorentz force due
to the interaction between the induced electric current den-
sity J and the applied magnetic fieldB0. The dimensionless
electric current densityJ is given by Ohm’s law for a moving
fluid:

J = E + V 3 ez, s4d

whereE=−=F is the dimensionless electric field andF the
dimensionless electric potential. Combining the continuity
equation for electric current density,= ·J=0, and Ohm’s law
s4d leads to the equation governing the electric potential,
which can be written in dimensionless form as

=2F = = · sV 3 ezd. s5d

The mechanical boundary conditions are no-slip conditions
at the rigid bottom boundaryslocated atz=−0.5d, V=0, and
conditions on the shear stress for equilibrium at the upper
surfacesz=0.5d, ]U /]z=−Re]T/]x, and]V/]z=−Re]T/]y.
The surface tension is assumed to be high enough so that the
free surface may be considered as plane, nondeformable and
able to support normal stress differencesssee BenHadid and
Roux18 for further discussion of this pointd. For both the
thermal and the electric boundary conditions, limit cases are

FIG. 1. Studied configuration.
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generally considered, either perfectly conducting or perfectly
insulating.

Generally, in a real situation, two opposite vertical
boundaries are maintained at different temperatures,T1 and
T2ùT1, creating the horizontal temperature gradient alongx.
This gradient drives the fluid upward near the hot wall and
downward near the cold wall, generating a global circulation
inside the cavity. In our study dealing with an infinite layer,
the cavity is considered to be infinitely long in both horizon-
tal x andy directions. With this assumption, as discussed in
previous works by Hart,19 Cormacket al.,20 and with applied
magnetic field by Garandetet al.,21 BenHadidet al.9 and
Kaddecheet al.,11 a permanent parallel flow solution can be
found.

For a vertical magnetic field, this parallel flow solution,
independent of the electric field as the conservation of the
current directly derives from the conservation of the flow, is
governed by the following equations:

]3U0

]z3 − Ha2]U0

]z
− Gr = 0, s6d

]2T0

]z2 = PrU0. s7d

The analytical expressions obtained for open cavities when
taking into consideration surface tension effect are

U0szd = GrSC1sinhsHazd + C2coshsHazd −
1

Ha2z+ C3D ,

s8d

T0sx,zd = x + GrPrS C1

Ha2sinhsHazd +
C2

Ha2coshsHazd

−
1

Ha2

z3

6
+ C3

z2

2
+ C4z+ C5D , s9d

with

C1 =
1

D
FSRe

Gr
−

1

Ha2DcoshsHa/2d

+ S 2

Ha3 −
1

2Ha
−

2 Re

GrHa
DsinhsHa/2dG ,

C2 =
1

D
F 1

2Ha
coshsHa/2d + SRe

Gr
−

1

Ha2D
3sinhsHa/2dG, C3 =

− 2 sinhsHa/2d
Ha

C2,

C4 =
1

24Ha2 −
2 sinhsHa/2d

Ha2 C1, conducting case,

C4 =
1

8Ha2 −
coshsHa/2d

Ha
C1, insulating case,

and D=sinhsHad−Ha coshsHad. C5 is a constant not neces-
sary in our investigations because only temperature deriva-
tives are used.

The corresponding velocity profiles are given in Fig. 2 in
the conducting case for Gr=10000, Pr=0.02, and for differ-
ent values of Ha and Re/Gr, Fig. 2sad showing the variation
of these profiles with Re/Gr for Ha=0 and Fig. 2sbd pointing
out the influence of Ha on these variations.

III. NUMERICAL APPROACH

The stability of the basic flow solutions8d and s9d is
investigated here in a general way by a linear analysis. The
solution of the three dimensional problem is written as

sV,P,T,Fd = sV0,P0,T0,F0d + sv,p,u,fd, s10d

i.e., the sum of the basic flow quantities and perturbations.
Substitution into Eqs.s1d–s5d and linearization with respect
to the perturbations yield

= ·v = 0, s11d

FIG. 2. Velocity profiles for the thermogravitational convection in a layer
under the influence of a vertical magnetic field and thermocapillary effects.
sad Velocity profiles for Ha=0 on a large range of Re/Gr ratios to show the
strong but regular modifications of the profiles when Re/Gr is changed;sbd
velocity profiles for different HasHa=0, 5, and 10d and different Re/Gr
ratios to point out the influence of Ha on the modifications of the profiles.
All these profiles are obtained for Gr=10 000.
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]v

]t
+ sV0 · = dv + sv · = dV0

= − = p + =2v + Gruez + Ha2s− = f + v 3 ezd 3 ez,

s12d

]u

]t
+ V0 · = u + v · = T0 =

1

Pr
=2u, s13d

=2f = ez · s= 3 vd, s14d

whereV0=sU0,0 ,0d.
Only boundary conditions in thez direction sfor

z=−0.5 andz=0.5d are needed because we use periodic dis-
turbances in the horizontalx and y directions. These condi-
tions are no-slip boundary conditions atz=−0.5,v=0; shear
stress equilibrium condition atz=0.5, ]u/]z=−Re]u /]x,
]v /]z=−Re]u /]y; conducting or insulating thermal bound-
ary conditions:u=0 or ]u /]z=0, respectively; conducting or
insulating electric boundary conditions:f=0 or j ·ez=0, re-
spectively.

The linear stability study performed here consists, for
fixed values of the Hartmann number Ha, the Prandtl number
Pr and the Reynolds–Marangoni number Re, of the determi-
nation of Grc, the critical value of Gr beyond which the basic
flow loses its stability. In our situation, the perturbations can
be developed in normal modes given by

sv,p,u,fd = sv,p,u,fdszdeishx+kyd+vt, s15d

whereh and k are real wavenumbers in the longitudinalx
and transversey directions, respectively, andv=vr + ivi is a
complex eigenvalue. The real part ofv represents an ampli-
fication rate and its imaginary part an oscillation frequency.
Using these disturbances, the set of Eqs.s11d–s14d is trans-
formed into a generalized eigenvalue problem which de-
pends onh,k, Pr, Gr, Re, and Ha. It is solved with the spec-
tral Tau–Chebyshev method by means of a numerical
procedure using the QZ eigenvalue solver of the NAG li-
brary. From the thresholds Gr0 sPr, Ha, Re,h,kd svalues of
Gr for which an eigenvalue has a real part equal to zero
whereas all the other eigenvalues have negative real partsd,
the critical Grashof number Grc can be obtained after mini-
mization with respect toh andk sGrc=infsh,kdPR2Gr0 sPr, Ha,
Re, h,kdd. Here, we will only consider the two-dimensional
transverse instabilities withk=0 which are the first instabili-
ties to arise for very low Prandtl numbers and which are the
most sensitive to the action of the magnetic field.11 Minimi-
zation will then only depend onh. Moreover, these instabili-
ties are independent of the potentialf and of the electric
boundary conditions.11

The critical Grashof numbers have been determined by
expanding the variables in thez direction in a Chebyshev
series with 30 to 40 collocation points. This was sufficient
for an accurate determination of the linear stability charac-
teristics.

IV. LINEAR STABILITY RESULTS

The effect of a uniform vertical magnetic field on the
stability of a laterally heated layer with a stress-free surface
at the upper boundary has already been studied in a previous
study.9 The results have shown the strong stabilization effect
obtained by the magnetic field, the critical thresholds evolv-
ing as Ha2 for the longitudinal three-dimensional modes and
as expsHa2/9d for the transverse two-dimensional modes
sPr=0.001d. These results look qualitatively similar to those
obtained in a cavity with a rigid upper boundarysdenoted as
the rigid situationd, with comparable stabilization laws for
both instabilities,11 but, as was already shown without mag-
netic field, the transverse two-dimensional instability is sta-
tionary in the rigid situation whereas it is oscillatory in the
free-surface case.

In this paper, we consider the situation of a laterally
heated layer subject to surface tension at the upper boundary,
and focus on the two-dimensional modes of dynamical ori-
gin. We want to study the combined effect of vertical mag-
netic field and surface tension on the stability of these modes
sthermally conducting case, Pr=0.02d. The stability thresh-
olds corresponding to the critical value of the Grashof num-
ber Grc are given in Fig. 3 as a function of Re/Gr, the ratio
of the Reynolds–Marangoni number by the Grashof number,
for different Ha values. Note that a positive ratio Re/Gr in-
dicates that surface tension drives the flow in the same di-

FIG. 4. Variation of the thresholds Grc as a function of Ha for three values
of Re/Gr sPr=0.02d. The symbolssXd correspond to the calculated results
and the lines to well-correlated characteristic laws given in the text. For
comparison, the symbolss•d indicate the results for the rigid situation.

FIG. 3. Variation of the thresholds Grc as a function of Re/Gr for different
values of HasPr=0.02d.
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rection as buoyancy. In this situation we will speak of driv-
ing Marangoni forces, whereas for Re/Grø0 we will speak
of opposing Marangoni forces. Figure 3 first shows that the
neutral stability curves are shifted upward, corresponding to
stabilization, when the Hartmann number is increased. Con-
cerning the influence of the thermocapillary forces, when
they act in support of buoyancy forcessRe/Gr.0d, stabili-
zation is observed corresponding to a strong increase of the
thresholds, this increase being still more pronounced when
Ha is stronger. When thermocapillary forces act in opposi-
tion to buoyancy forcessRe/Gr,0d, the influence depends
on the relative importance of these two driving forces. A
destabilizing effect is first observed for relatively small ther-
mocapillary contribution, until Grc reaches a minimum for
Re/Gr,0.06. Beyond this value, the critical Grashof num-
ber increases again indicating a stabilizing effect. Note that
the minimum of Grc is reached for about the same value of
Re/Gr, independently of the value of the Hartmann number.
This type of dependence of the thresholds with Re/Gr is
similar to what has been obtained by Mundrane and Zebib15

for a two-dimensional cavity.
The stabilizing effect of the magnetic field is emphasized

in Fig. 4 where the instability thresholds are given as a func-
tion of Ha for different values of Re/Gr, each instability
being mentioned up to the limit value of Ha for which it can
be observedsthe disappearance of the instability is similar to
what has been observed for these two-dimensional modes in
the rigid situation11d. For all cases, we note a strong stabili-

zation by the magnetic field, this stabilization being still
more efficient when Re/Gr is increased, assuming that
Re/Grù−0.06. The domain of Ha where the instability can
be observed is also reduced when Re/Gr is increased. In Fig.
4, the evolution of the thresholds in the stress-free situation
sRe/Gr=0d is also compared to the evolution in the rigid
situation: despite a slightly smaller threshold for Ha=0
sGrc=8213 compared to 8271d, the stress-free situation is
much more strongly stabilized by the magnetic field. The
stabilization is still stronger for positive values of Re/Gr
with, for example, for Re/Gr=0.03, an increase of Grc by
two decades for values of Ha less than 4. All these variations
of the thresholds with Ha are close to expsHa2d laws.
The correlated curves given in Fig. 4 correspond to Grc

=Grc0expsHa1.8/13d for Re/Gr=−0.03, Grc
=Grc0expsHa2/7.5d for Re/Gr=0, and Grc
=Grc0expsHa2.1/3.2d for Re/Gr=0.03sGrc0 is each time the
corresponding value of Grc at Ha=0d. An important point of
the results is then that the conjunction of driving Marangoni
forces with vertical magnetic field is particularly efficient in
stabilizing the two-dimensional instabilities. At last, in Fig. 4
we can see that the evolution of the thresholds in the rigid
situation is closer to the evolution in the case Re/Gr
=−0.03. This can be connected to the fact that, as can be seen
in Fig. 2, for small negative values of Re/GrsRe/Gr
ù−0.08d the velocity at the upper boundary decreases and
gets closer to the zero velocity condition imposed in the rigid
situation.

FIG. 5. Variation of the critical wavenumbershc as a function of Re/Gr for
different values of HasPr=0.02d.

FIG. 6. Variation of the critical wavenumbershc as a function of Ha for
three values of Re/GrsPr=0.02d.

FIG. 7. Variation of the critical frequencyfc as a function of Re/Gr for
different values of HasPr=0.02d.

FIG. 8. Variation of the critical frequencyfc as a function ofHa for three
values of Re/GrsPr=0.02d.
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Concerning the critical wavenumberhc sFig. 5d, it quite
regularly decreases with the increase of Re/Gr, correspond-
ing to longer wavelengths for the perturbations. The influ-
ence of Ha which corresponds to an increase of the wave-
lengths in the domain of Re/Gr around 0sas in the rigid
situationd is found to change for Re/Grø−0.035. Some pre-
cisions on the variation of the wavenumber with Ha are
given in Fig. 6. In any case, because of the small range of Ha
where the instability exists, the decrease shown remains lim-
ited, corresponding at the most to an increase of the wave-
lengths by a factor of 2. Vertical magnetic field and driving
Marangoni forces then favor the existence of longer cells in
the cavity.

Finally, the variation of the critical frequencyfc of the
instability is given in Figs. 7 and 8, first as a function of
Re/Gr, then as a function of Ha. The frequency is strongly
increased for increasing driving Marangoni forcessRe/Gr
ù0d and increasing Ha. This behavior is changed for smaller
Re/Gr with, in particular, a rather small variation of the fre-
quency with Ha for Re/Gr=−0.03 and a strong decrease of
the frequency for Re/Gr around −0.06. This decrease can
still be connected to the fact that the velocity at the upper
boundary gets closer to the zero velocity condition imposed
in the rigid situation, a situation where the frequency is zero
ssteady transitiond.

The major conclusion we can draw is that both magnetic
field and driving Marangoni forces strongly stabilize the
flow, leading to critical oscillatory modes characterized by
longer cells and stronger frequencies.

V. ENERGY ANALYSES

Energy analyses have been used to characterize the in-
crease of the thresholds when Re/Gr and Ha are increased.
We have chosen three values of Re/Gr, Re/Gr=−0.03, 0,
and 0.03, and different values of Ha between 0 and 10. The
results are presented first as energy balances and then as
energetic contributions to the critical Grashof number.

A. Energy balances

By multiplying the linear stability equationss12d and
s13d by v* sthe complex conjugate of the velocity perturba-
tiond andu* sthe complex conjugate of the temperature per-
turbationd, respectively, and after integration alongz and
some simplifications, energy equations concerning the fluc-
tuating kinetic energy and thermal energy can be derived.
From these equations, for any instabilities at their critical
thresholds, normalized energy balances can be obtained11

which we can write as

Kf8 + Kb8 + Km8 = 1, s16d

U f18 + U f28 = 1, s17d

whereKf8=−Rsezw ]U0/]z u*dzd / uKdu is the production of
fluctuating kinetic energy by shear of mean flow,Kb8
=RsGrezuw*dzd / uKdu the production of fluctuating kinetic
energy by buoyancy forces andKm8 =RsHa2ezfs−=f+v
3eB0

d3eB0
gv*dzd / uKdu the dissipation of fluctuating kinetic

energy by magnetic forces, all these terms being normalized

TABLE I. Energy analysis in the stress-free casesRe/Gr=0d for the two-dimensional modes with vertical
magnetic field at Pr=0.02.

Ha Kf8 Kb8 Km8 Q f18 Q f28 Rd

0 1.0400 −0.0400 0.0000 0.0840 0.9160 10.871

2 1.1519 −0.0613 −0.0905 0.1154 0.8846 6.969

3 1.2771 −0.1019 −0.1752 0.1806 0.8194 4.094

4 1.4260 −0.1903 −0.2357 0.3391 0.6609 1.951

5 1.5712 −0.3382 −0.2330 0.6129 0.3871 0.606

5.5 1.6873 −0.4852 −0.2021 0.7694 0.2306 0.226

6 1.9425 −0.7867 −0.1558 0.8912 0.1088 0.061

TABLE II. Energy analysis in the case with opposing Marangoni forcessRe/Gr=−0.03d for the two-
dimensional modes with vertical magnetic field at Pr=0.02.

Ha Kf8 Kb8 Km8 U f18 U f28 Rd

0 1.0334 −0.0334 0.0000 0.0619 0.9381 16.540

2 1.1403 −0.0453 −0.0950 0.0729 0.9271 12.715

3 1.2681 −0.0630 −0.2051 0.0877 0.9123 9.519

4 1.4395 −0.0938 −0.3458 0.1104 0.8896 6.647

5 1.6514 −0.1458 −0.5055 0.1446 0.8554 4.388

6 1.8998 −0.2339 −0.6659 0.1974 0.8026 2.734

8 2.4690 −0.6487 −0.8203 0.4444 0.5556 0.837

10 2.9218 −1.2017 −0.7201 0.7678 0.2322 0.211

11 2.9648 −1.2590 −0.7058 0.8054 0.1946 0.107
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by the viscous dissipation of fluctuating kinetic energyKd

=Rsez=
2vv*dzd, and where U f18 =−Rsezw ]T0/

]z u*dzd / uUdu is the production of fluctuating thermal energy
by vertical transport of temperature, andU f28
=−Resezu ]T0/]x u*dzd / uUdu the production of fluctuating
thermal energy by horizontal transport of temperature,
these two last terms being normalized by the dissipation
of fluctuating thermal energy by conductionUd

=Rss1/Prdez=
2uu*dzd sR is used to denote the real partd. As

in Kaddecheet al.,11 in order to compare the kinetic energy
contributions to the thermal energy contributions, a ratio of
the respective dissipation terms is given asRd=Kd/ sGrcUdd.

The energy balances for Re/Gr=0 are given in Table I as
a function of Ha. In the kinetic energy balanceswhich is
dominant without magnetic fieldd, the increase of Ha induces
a relatively moderate increase of the stabilizing magnetic
term Km8 , but a stronger increase of the stabilizing buoyancy
term Kb8. To compensate these increases, the destabilizing
shear termKf8 increases too. In the thermal energy balance,
the main effect is the strong increase ofU f18 , the destabilizing
vertical transport of temperature, this term even becoming
the dominant destabilizing term for large enough Ha. This
last effect seems associated with values ofRd becoming
smaller than 1. These evolutions with Ha are quite similar to
those obtained in the rigid situation, but they occur more
quickly.

For Re/Gr=−0.03sTable IId, the evolution with Ha of
the buoyancy term is weaker and that of the Lorentz forces
term a little stronger, whereas the thermal variations with Ha
are weaker. It is the contrary for Re/Gr=0.03sTable IIId,
with stronger buoyancy term evolution, weaker Lorentz
forces term evolution and stronger thermal variations. In
fact, the global evolutions obtained up to the limit Ha value
are stronger for Re/Gr=−0.03, because the instability, less
stabilized, occurs on a wider range of Ha in this case. In any
of these cases, the Lorentz forces contribution levels off as
Ha is increased, so that it becomes dominated by the stabi-
lizing buoyancy contribution.

B. Energetic contributions to the critical Grashof
number

The previous analysis has shown how the energy bal-
ances between the different production and dissipation terms
evolve when a vertical magnetic field or surface tension is
applied. It would also be interesting to understand what are
the main reasons for the very strong stabilizing effect ob-

tained. For that, following what has been done by Kaddeche
et al.11 and noting thatKf8 sthroughU0d and Kb8 are propor-
tional to GrsKf8=Gr kf8 andKb8=Gr kb8d, we can use Eq.s16d
applied for Ha non zero and Ha=0ssubscript 0d to derive an
expression for Gr/Gr0:

Gr

Gr0
= R1R2, s18d

where

R1 = Skf0
8 + kb0

8

kf8 + kb8
D, R2 = 1 −Km8 . s19d

As Km8 ,0, the action of the magnetic field will increase Gr
by the increase ofR2 in connection with the Lorentz forces.
This action of the magnetic field will also modify the veloc-
ity profile, leading to a decrease ofkf8 sto which ukb8u, less
strong, is subtractedd and thus to an increase ofR1 and of Gr.
Surface tension will also modify the velocity profile and
modify Gr throughR1.

The results are presented in Tables IV–VI where for each
case are given the evolutions with Ha ofR1,R2, and
Gr/Gr0=R1R2. In the three cases presented, the stabilization
by the vertical magnetic field is mainly the consequence of
the strong increase ofR1 sin connection with the modifica-
tions of the basic velocity profiled and only slightly con-
nected to the stabilizing effect of the Lorentz force. In the
case without surface tensionsRe/Gr=0, Table IVd the stabi-
lization by magnetic field is much stronger than in the rigid
situationsFig. 4d, essentially due to stronger values ofR1.

11

The influence of Re/Gr on the thresholdssincrease for

TABLE III. Energy analysis in the case with driving Marangoni forcessRe/Gr=0.03d for the two-dimensional
modes with vertical magnetic field at Pr=0.02.

Ha Kf8 Kb8 Km8 Q f18 Q f28 Rd

0 1.0668 −0.0668 0.0000 0.2024 0.7976 4.840

1 1.0971 −0.0791 −0.0180 0.2452 0.7548 3.841

2 1.1722 −0.1186 −0.0536 0.4106 0.5894 1.681

2.5 1.2205 −0.1575 −0.0630 0.5583 0.4417 0.681

3 1.3754 −0.3217 −0.0537 0.7839 0.2161 0.123

3.2 1.4609 −0.4124 −0.0486 0.8466 0.1534 0.046

TABLE IV. Characterization of the stabilization by a vertical magnetic field
for the two-dimensional modes in the stress-free casesRe/Gr=0d at Pr
=0.02.

Ha R1 R2 Gr/Gr0

2 1.53 1.09 1.67

3 2.71 1.18 3.18

4 6.41 1.24 7.92

5 22.43 1.23 27.65

5.5 52.82 1.20 63.50

6 147.41 1.16 170.38
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Re/Gr=0.03, decrease for Re/Gr=−0.03d is clearly seen to
be also connected to the modifications ofR1, the contribution
R2 remaining small in any casessTables V and VId.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have seen in the preceding section that the strong
modifications of the stability thresholds with Ha and Re/Gr
appear to be connected to the modifications of the basic ve-
locity profiles. These profiles have been presented in Fig. 2;
Fig. 2sad shows the variations of these profiles on a large
range of Re/Gr values for Ha=0 and Fig. 2sbd shows the
variations with Re/Gr for different values of Ha. Figure 2sad
shows the strong influence of Re/Gr on the profiles, varia-
tions from 0.5 to −0.5 completely changing the concavity of
the profiles, the inflexion point moving from the top of the
layer to the bottom. Figure 2sbd shows that small values of
Ha are able to strongly accentuate the influence connected to
the increase of Re/Gr and corresponding to the displacement
of the inflexion point towards the top of the layer. We can
also remark that, for a given Ha, the profiles have a fixed
point when Re/Gr is varied. The explanation is that, at this
point, the Re dependent part of the profiles is zero. The po-
sition of this point is dependent on Ha, moving slowly from
z=1/6 for Ha=0 towardsz=0.5 for Ha→`, with a slow
asymptotic variationz=0.5−lnsHad /Ha.

The variation of the position of the inflexion point in the
velocity profiles is given in Fig. 9sad as a function of Re/Gr
for different values of HasHa=0, 3, 5, and 10d. We see that
for Ha=0 the variation with Re/Gr is linear, but that this
variation changes very quickly with Ha. The most striking

feature is that the displacement of the inflexion point towards
the top layer atz=0.5 is obtained for still smaller positive
values of Re/Gr, as Ha is increased.

Simple criteria for the instability of parallel two-
dimensional flows have been obtained by Rayleigh, and by
Fjortoft ssee the work by Drazin and Reid22d in the frame of
the inviscid theory. Rayleigh’s theorem points out that a nec-
essary condition for instability is that the basic velocity pro-
file should have an inflexion point. Fjortoft’s theorem, which
is more precise, points out that a necessary condition for
instability is that the relationU9sU−Usdø0 is verified some-
where in the velocity profile, wherezs is a point at which
U9=0, andUs=Uszsd.

In the rigid situation, the velocity profiles are symmetric
with an inflexion point in the middle of the cavity, and the
relation U9sU−Usdø0 is verified everywhere in the cavity.
The necessary condition for instability is then always veri-
fied, and no domain of stability can thus be found from this
condition. In the case of an open cavity with surface tension

TABLE V. Characterization of the stabilization by a vertical magnetic field
for the two-dimensional modes in the case with opposing Marangoni forces
sRe/Gr=−0.03d at Pr=0.02.

Ha R1 R2 Gr/Gr0

2 1.23 1.10 1.34

3 1.54 1.21 1.85

5 2.87 1.51 4.33

6 4.36 1.67 7.26

7 7.46 1.79 13.37

9 33.91 1.76 59.83

10 69.41 1.72 119.39

11 134.12 1.71 228.78

TABLE VI. Characterization of the stabilization by a vertical magnetic field
for the two-dimensional modes in the case with driving Marangoni forces
sRe/Gr=0.03d at Pr=0.02.

Ha R1 R2 Gr/Gr0

2 3.21 1.05 3.39

2.5 7.40 1.06 7.87

2.8 15.56 1.06 16.50

3 28.83 1.05 30.38

3.2 71.07 1.05 74.52

FIG. 9. sad Variation of the position of the inflexion point in the velocity
profiles when Re/Gr is changed for different values of Ha;sbd limits of the
profiles with an inflexion point in terms of Re/Gr as a function of Ha,
indicating limits of stability in the frame of the inviscid theory.
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at the upper fluid boundary, we have seen that the inflexion
point moves when the ratio Re/Gr is changed, but we have
also verified that in the cases where the inflexion point is
present in the velocity profile, the relationU9sU−Usdø0 is
always verified somewhere in the cavity. Domains of stabil-
ity will thus only correspond to profiles without any inflexion
point. These domains are shown in Fig. 9sbd where the limits
of the profiles with an inflexion point are given in terms of
Re/Gr as a function of Ha. The most striking result of this
analysis in the frame of the inviscid theory is the strong
reduction of the instability domain for positive Re/Gr values
when Ha is increased. This depicts qualitatively what we
obtain in the numerical results, having in mind that the nu-
merical results take into account different effects as viscosity,
Lorentz forces, and thermal effectssPr=0.02d, not consid-
ered in the frame of the inviscid theory.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have investigated the double effect of a vertical mag-
netic field and of surface tension on the stability of thermo-
gravitational convection in an infinite layer subject to a hori-
zontal temperature gradient. A major observation is that both
magnetic field and driving Marangoni forces strongly stabi-
lize the flow with respect to the two-dimensional oscillatory
modes of dynamical origin. The evolution of these modes is
characterized by longer cells and stronger frequencies.
Through an energy analysis, we were able to connect this
strong stabilization with the modifications of the basic flow
profiles, and not much to the Lorentz force. A detailed analy-
sis of these basic velocity profiles has shown that they have
an inflexion point which is quickly displaced towards the
upper boundary when magnetic field or driving boundary
force is applied. Using Rayleigh’s theorem in the frame of
the inviscid theory, we have been able to delimit a potentially
unstable region and a stable region corresponding to basic
velocity profiles without inflexion point. More precisely, we
observe a strong reduction of the potentially unstable region
for positive Re/Gr values when Ha is increased, which quali-
tatively depicts the results obtained numerically.
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